Species Transformations in Northern Mexico: Explorations in Raramuri
Zoology
William L. Merrill
In nova fert animus mutatas dicere formas corpora...
Ovid, Metamorphoseon, book 1, 1-2, XXXX

Because of Bill Sturtevant's interest in the ethnobotany of the
Indians of the southeastern United States, I had the opportunity—in the summer of 1972—to complete a research project
under his direction on a Southeastern Indian ceremonial beverage and emetic called "black drink.'" Over the course of that
summer, Bill shared his unparalleled knowledge of American
Indian ethnobotany and ethnology with me. He also loaned me
his copy oi Purity and Danger, Mary Douglas's path-breaking
study of the relationship between the social construction of reality and cultural practices. In this work, Douglas (1970) explored, among many other topics, the linkages between the
classificatory status of certain animals and the special treatment afforded them in diverse cultural settings, proposing, in
the best-known example, that the ancient Hebrews had prohibited some kinds of animals as food because these animals were
classificatory anomalies.
Douglas's views on such matters took on added significance
for me in 1977, soon after I began research in the Raramuri
(Tarahumara) Indian community of Rejogochi, located in the
rugged Sierra Madre Mountains of northern Mexico. 2 One
morning in July of that year, I was following Mauricio Aquichi,
a Raramuri man in his mid-twenties, up a pine- and madrone covered slope just behind his house in Rejogochi. I always enjoyed spending time with Mauricio because he usually assumed that I knew little or nothing about anything. As we
reached a level spot on the trail, he called me over to a small
pool of rainwater that had collected in a depression in the volcanic rock and, with some delight, pointed out a multitude of
tadpoles wiggling about. He explained that these tadpoles
would soon grow legs, lose their tails, and emerge from the water as frogs and asked me if they did the same in my country. I
replied that they did. He then asked if squirrels in my country
change into snakes. Taken aback, I said, "No," and asked for
details. Scrunching up his shoulders and flattening his arms

against his body, he described the process whereby two species
of squirrels, upon reaching old age, would gradually lose their
fur and legs, become more elongated, and emerge as two different kinds of snakes.
Intrigued by this view of zoological possibilities, my wife,
Cecilia Troop, and I began compiling information on Raramuri
ideas about animals. Through both formal interviews and informal conversations with a number of people in Rejogochi, we
worked out the basic structure of their zoological taxonomy
and recorded a rich corpus of ethological and ecological
knowledge along with a number of stories in which animals
figured as the protagonists.3 In the process, we discovered that
the Raramuri people in this community agreed on eight different sets of species transformations that Western zoologists do
not acknowledge as valid (Table 1).
These transformations are of three types. The first involves
the maturation of what the Raramuris identify as immature
forms into adult forms, in this case, the maturation of salamanders into pocket gophers. The second type of transformation—in which small rodents change into bats, large fish
change into otters, and squirrels change into snakes—takes
place when the animals that transform reach old age. The
Raramuris consider these maturation and old-age transformations to be inevitable, but they say that the third type of transformation occurs only when certain domesticated animals
(goats, pigs, and house cats) spend extended periods in the
wilds beyond areas of human occupation, where they transform
into their wild equivalents (deer, peccaries, and ring-tailed cats,
respectively).4
The Raramuris state that these eight species transformations
are similar to metamorphoses that are readily observable in nature—for example, the metamorphosis of tadpoles into frogs or
caterpillars into butterflies—and they do not have separate
verbs or categories to distinguish between them. They believe
that, as in the case of the observable metamorphoses, the species transformations occur in only one direction and are irreWilliam L. Merrill, Department of Anthropology, National Museum of
versible. They also view the morphological changes entailed by
Natural History, Smithsonian Institution, Washington, D.C. 20560these species transformations to be no more radical, and in
0112, USA.
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TABLE 1.—Raramuri species transformations.
Maturation
salamanders
(rotebi)

->

pocket gophers
(riposi)

Old Age
small rodents
(chikuri, rokirike, rori.
sotochi, chichimo, chikd)

-»

bats
(so9pichi)

large fish
(kuchu, musi, sikachi)

->

otters
(bahuri)

red tree squirrels
(chimori sitdkame, alias
chimori lachame)

—»

large constrictors
(bahomdwari)

rock squirrels
(chipawi)

—>

large rattlesnakes
(jaydwi)

Domesticated to Wild
goats
(chibd)

-»

deer
(chomari)

pigs
(kochine)

-»

peccaries
(kabilin)

house cats
(misi)

-»

ring-tailed cats
(rikamuchi)

some cases less radical, than those involved in the metamorphoses. They point, however, to one major difference between
the species transformations and the observable metamorphoses: all the animals involved in the transformations "breed
true," that is, they produce offspring. There is one exception.
The Raramuris believe that salamanders mature into pocket gophers without reproducing, comparable in this regard to tadpoles and caterpillars, which are immature, nonreproducing
forms of frogs and butterflies. They recognize that adult pocket
gophers produce their own offspring, which they distinguish
from salamanders, but, as in the case of the other species transformations, they claim that individual animals that are the result of transformations are identical to those that mature from
the natural offspring of members of their species.
The postulation of such species transformations probably can
be found in many other societies around the world, but the ethnographic record is uneven. The most detailed information, and
the only systematic efforts to explain the phenomenon, come
from research among the Kalam and Rofaifo of highland New
Guinea and the Nuaulu of nearby Seram, most conducted during the 1960s and 1970s, the heyday of ethnobiological research in anthropology (e.g., Bulmer, 1967, 1968, 1979; Ellen,
1972, 1993; Bulmer and Menzies, 1973; Dwyer, 1976a, 1976b).
These proposed transformations have piqued the interest of researchers primarily because "they often relate to common creatures and contrast sharply with empirical biological knowledge
which is otherwise extremely accurate" (Ellen, 1993:163; cf.
Bulmer and Menzies, 1973:101; Dwyer, 1976a: 189, 198).
In attempting to account for these beliefs, scholars have addressed two fundamental questions: Why do the people in
question postulate species transformations that Western zoologists do not recognize? and Why do they involve these particu-

lar animals rather than others in these transformations? Below I
offer responses to these questions in regard to the Raramuri examples of species transformations, evaluating in the process the
extent to which explanations formulated to account for species
transformations in other cultural settings can be applied to the
Raramuri case and vice versa. I argue that the postulation of
such species transformations is intended in all instances to establish an affinity among the species involved but that the motivations for doing so vary widely from one society to another,
primarily reflecting differences in the ways in which the members of these societies approach classifying the animal world. I
propose that the Raramuris employ species transformations as
a device to explain why certain animals display features that set
them apart from most other members of the general taxonomic
categories with which they are most closely associated. I note,
however, that at least one animal that appears to be taxonomically "singular," the ropogopali, an unidentified lizard, is not
involved in such transformations, and I offer my perspective on
why this particular exception exists. I also suggest more generally that, because such bodies of knowledge are dynamic systems in the process of being developed through individual intellectual activity, it is unrealistic to expect that specific
phenomena within them (like species transformations) can be
exhaustively explained at any particular point in time.
I then discuss some interconnections between the Raramuris'
zoological knowledge and other areas of their thought, proposing that they apply their concrete, empirical knowledge about
animals to support fundamental but ultimately nonverifiable
propositions about the nature of their universe. I conclude by
considering the characteristics of the metaphysical systems
within which the postulation of such species transformations
might be expected to occur.
Raramuri Species Transformations
The Raramuris of Rejogochi employ three verbs to convey the
meaning 'to transform': nahitama, so?petama, and nirema. I
found that people tended to use nirema to refer to any sort of
change in condition or form, whereas they usually restricted
nahitama and so?petama to refer specifically to transformations of one kind of being into another. When discussing such
transformations, they tended to employ nahitama more frequently than so?petama and to employ both more frequently
than nirema. Otherwise I discovered no differences among
these verbs.5 The Raramuris' use all three to denote the contemporary transformation of one kind of animal into another
and to denote as well the transformation of humans into animals, which took place in the ancient past and can also occur
today, but only after death.6 Here I focus on the three types of
contemporary animal transformations that the Raramuris propose, returning to the human-to-animal transformations near
the end of the essay.7
The first transformation type—maturation—includes only
one example that Western zoologists do not recognize: the mat-
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uration of salamanders into pocket gophers.8 The Raramuris report that the salamander develops from eggs in the water, and
then, when it has grown legs, it emerges from the water and
burrows underground, where they often encounter it while hoeing their maize (this "intermediate" stage is labeled by some as
ru?rusi). There it grows fur and gradually develops into a
pocket gopher. No one in Rejogochi was entirely sure what animal is the mother of the salamander. All agreed that it is not
the pocket gopher, and those who hazarded a guess suggested a
frog, although they could not explain where this frog comes
from if all salamanders change into pocket gophers.
The second type of transformation occurs only when the animals that undergo transformation reach old age. Four sets of
animals are involved in these transformations. The first set consists of mice, rats, shrews, chipmunks, and small ground squirrels, all of which grow wings and become bats when they grow
old. A number of species of bats are found in the Rejogochi
area, but the Raramuris include all of them under the single
term so?pichi. They explain that they differ in appearance because they derive from different animals.
The second set of animals involved in old-age transformations is composed of fish that, when old, move under a stream
bank and grow fiir, emerging as otters. Three kinds of large fish
are mentioned by most people, all of which live in the principal
streams where otters are found. Of these, the catfish (must) is
most often named because of its "whiskers."
The third and fourth sets of old-age transformations involve
squirrels that transform into snakes when they reach old age.
The red tree squirrel hides itself inside a hole in a tree where it
loses its fur and limbs and a few weeks later slithers out as a
large constrictor. The rock squirrel, which climbs bushes but
not trees, transforms into the largest rattlesnake of the
Raramuri area in the underground burrows where it lives.
Some people claim that the animals that undergo transformation at old age can decide when but not whether they will transform; if they delay too long, the transformation will occur anyway. When one of these animals transforms, the resultant
animal is believed to be at a slightly earlier stage in its life cycle
than the animal from which it derived. Such transformations
thus involve rejuvenation and replace, or at least delay, death
for the original animals, but the Raramuris disagree whether
this consequence is desirable. Some assume that these animals
are pleased to be able to postpone death momentarily, whereas
others express sympathy for them, commenting that, as in the
case of human beings, it is good to die when one is old.9
In the third type of contemporary transformations, three
kinds of domesticated animals are believed to change into wild
animals if they abandon the Raramuris' settlements for the surrounding forests and mountains: goats transform into deer, pigs
into peccaries, and house cats into ring-tailed cats.10 These
transformations can occur at any point in the life cycle of these
domesticated animals but only if they remain in the wild long
enough to transform, usually two to three weeks. If they are
there for shorter periods, they will not transform, nor will any

wild animals that the Raramuris capture and take to their
homes change into their domesticated equivalents. By the same
token, domesticated animals that have undergone transformation will not revert to their former selves if they return to the
human sphere.
When I asked people in Rejogochi how they knew that these
eight sets of species transformations actually occur, all responded that they had learned of them from their elders or from
acquaintances. Familiarity with metamorphoses that occur in
nature reinforces confidence in the reliability of this transmitted knowledge, as does the fact that a few people claim to have
seen rock squirrels in the process of changing into rattlesnakes
(cf. Lumholtz, 1902:309). Although most said that they have
never seen such transitional forms, they did not regard this absence of firsthand experience of the transformations as sufficient to undermine their belief in their reality. They pointed out
that these transformations are difficult to observe because they
take place outside the human realm—in the deep forest, under
river banks, below the ground, or high in trees—and that once a
transformation is complete, evidence of the derivative species
disappears. Some people also speculated that an animal might
not transform if it realized it was being watched by humans.
Explaining Species Transformations
The species transformations postulated by the Raramuris are
quite similar in form to those proposed by the Kalam and Rofaifo of highland New Guinea and the Nuaulu of Seram, Indonesia, but the kinds of animals involved are for the most part
quite different. Among the last three societies, these animals
include roundworms, flatworms, earthworms, beetle larvae,
fruit flies, butterflies, crabs, eels, snakes, lizards, sea turtles,
terrapins, frogs, birds of paradise, bats, rats, marsupial cats,
pigmy possums, ring-tailed possums, cuscuses, and bandicoots.
Researchers have concluded that some of these transformations
are postulated because people lack information on the complete
life cycles of the animals they involve in these transformations
and do not realize that the animals that are the end products of
the proposed transformations produce their own offspring. In
the case of most of these transformations, however, the people
who maintain that they occur recognize that each of the linked
species also breeds true. Because the transformation of one reproducing species into another does not occur in nature, the
postulation of these species transformations cannot be attributed to a mistaken extrapolation from observation but be must
be motivated by something else (Ellen, 1993:166). I consider
only these "motivated" transformations here.
The Kalam propose six motivated species transformations,
all of which involve rodents and marsupials (Table 2). Bulmer
(1968) and Bulmer and Menzies (1973) described in detail the
similarities between the linked species to indicate why the
Kalam might postulate these transformations. They suggested
that the transformations possibly are based on a confusion between the linked species caused by the existence of atypical ex-
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TABLE 2.—Kalam, Rofaifo, and Nuaulu species transformations.

Kalam
shrew-like marsupials
(as alri)

ring-tailed possums
(kmn skoyd, kmn ymdn)

shrew-like marsupials
(as a In)

"native cat"
(kmn swatg)

prehensile-tailed rats
(as ymgenm)

ring-tailed possums
(kmn skoyd)

bush rats
(as mwg)

giant rats
(kmn abperi)

long-snouted rats
(as sjan)

giant rats
(kmn mosak wlm-ket)

ring-tailed possums
(kmn wcm)

cuscuses
(kmn atwak, kmn maygot)
Rofaifo

small rats
(sogolobawe) (unmarked)

small bandicoots
(warena hawa)

large rats
(soka) (unmarked)

large bandicoots
(warena ekiriva)

prehensile-tailed rats
(hiongo heriwe)

ring-tailed possums
(mi noi)

prehensile-tailed rats
(hiongo anduaba)

cuscuses
(igana)

pygmy possums
(anumuna songi)

ring-tailed possums
(mi)

ring-tailed possums
(heufa, honingi heufa)

cuscuses
(duana eniona, duana mula)

small snakes
(sorafainya)

amphibious lizards
(leme)
Nuaulu

fruit fly larvae
(mumne)

intestinal nematodes
(susue)

intestinal nematodes
(sohane)

tapeworms
(nikonake)

frog taxon no. 1
(notu anae)

various frog species
(notu)

various frog species
(notu)

frog taxon no. 1
(notu anae)

various frog species
(notu)

frog taxon no. 3
(kako)

frog taxon no. 4
(poro-poro)

frog taxon no. 5
(inararai)

water monitor lizards
(puo)

geckos
(imasasae ai ukune)

snakes
(tekene)

agamid (or dragon) lizards
(kasa 'un)

reticulated pythons
(tekepatona)

skinks, lizards, centipedes
(nopa ina, poso, niniane)

sea turtles
(enu)

amboinan box terrapins
(peku)

hermit crabs
(kumake)

coconut crabs
(katanopu sipu-sipu)

amples of each. Alternatively, they proposed that, by linking
animals that are subject to different dietary restrictions, the
Kalam may be able to manipulate these restrictions through

"taxonomic casuistry" (Bulmer and Menzies, 1973:104). They
expressed, however, their dissatisfaction with these explanations and concluded that the postulation of these transforma-
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tions possibly is motivated by beliefs about which they were
unaware (Bulmer and Menzies, 1973:104).
The majority of the species transformations proposed by the
Rofaifo also involve rodents and marsupials (Table 2)." In his
analysis of the Rofaifo's transformations, Dwyer (1976a)
sharply criticized the explanations offered by Bulmer and Menzies for the transformations proposed by the Kalam. He noted
that these transformations could not be motivated simply by the
existence of similarities among the species involved because
such similarities can be found among many other species. He
also rejected the suggestion that these transformations emerged
as a mechanism for dealing with dietary restrictions, arguing
that such exploitation of these transformations presupposes the
existence of the beliefs in them and thus cannot be used to explain these beliefs.
Dwyer attempted to explain the Rofaifo's postulated transformations by isolating certain trends that the transformations
all display to varying degrees. Most significant to his analysis
is the discovery that the animals that undergo transformation
tend to be more abundant but less culturally significant than
those that are the end result of transformation. He proposed that
the Rofaifo postulate these transformations to resolve what
might be called the "hunter's paradox," the fact that rare but
culturally valued species continue to exist despite being "so
constantly and capably culled by men" (Dwyer, 1976a:203).
Yet, acknowledging that this hypothesis cannot account for all
the transformations, Dwyer (1976a:203) resorted to a teleological argument, attributing the transformations as a whole to the
human preoccupation with order. In the end, he failed to explain why the Rofaifo have involved these particular animals in
transformations or to address the problem of why the Kalam
and Rofaifo should propose transformations among many of
the same kinds of animals.
In his impressive study of animal classification among the
Nuaulu of the island of Seram, located to the west of New
Guinea, Ellen (1993) evaluated the explanations of species
transformations offered by Bulmer, Menzies, and Dwyer and
found them wanting. He concurred with Dwyer s critique of
Bulmer and Menzies but also characterized Dwyer's suggestion that transformations are postulated in part to resolve the
hunter's paradox as a local, ad hoc explanation, not applicable
to the Nuaulu (Ellen, 1993:163-171).
Although there is some overlap in the faunas of Seram and
highland New Guinea (Ellen, 1993:14-15), the animals that the
Nuaulu involve in species transformations are quite different
and include no rodents or marsupials (Table 2). Ellen suggested
that the Nuaulu postulate these transformations to explain the
existence of similarities between certain kinds of animals and,
more importantly, to establish linkages between animals that
are peripheral to the taxonomic scheme and those that fit comfortably within it. The latter, called "focal taxa," are believed to
transform into, and in a sense give rise to, the peripheral taxa so
that "assertions of inter-species ontogeny may locally serve to
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confirm convenient classificatory relationships of otherwise
ambiguous and marginal creatures" (Ellen, 1993:171).
This explanation apparently accounts for most of the species
transformations proposed by the Nuaulu, but there are some animals that seem to fit the conditions for inclusion in transformations that are not involved in them. For example, two species of land crabs exist in the Nuaulu area but only one is
included in a transformation (from the hermit crab) (Ellen,
1993:165, 272). Although Ellen did not explain why such animals are not involved in transformations, his ideas have great
merit because they suggest that the postulation of species transformations is closely tied to processes of classification. Most of
the species transformations proposed by the Nuaulu involve
animals that share a number of morphological features: worms
to worms, crabs to crabs, frogs to frogs, lizards to geckos,
snakes to lizards, and turtles to terrapins. By linking these animals through transformations, the Nuaulu reinforce the connections, based on other criteria, that exist between them.
Bulmer, Menzies, and Dwyer did not indicate if the animals
that the Kalam and Rofaifo include in transformations are focal
or peripheral taxa, but because these transformations link similar kinds of animals—primarily rodents and marsupials—
Ellen's perspective probably is applicable to them as well. Both
the Kalam and Rofaifo organize smaller rodents and marsupials
into one higher-level category and larger rodents and marsupials into another, but they do not propose a more encompassing
category that would include all rodents and marsupials.12 In every case but one, the transformations they propose among rodents and marsupials involve small rodents or marsupials
changing into large rodents or marsupials. The exception,
which is found in both societies, is the transformation of one
large marsupial (a ring-tailed possum) into another (a cuscus).
These transformations thus bridge the taxonomic division separating large and small mammals and establish linkages between
rodents and marsupials. The result is a strengthening of the ties
among these mammals in the absence of a higher level taxonomic category that would consolidate them.13 As such, these
transformations apparently play an organizational role within
the Kalam and Rofaifo animal classification schemes comparable to that proposed by Ellen for the species transformations
postulated by the Nuaulu.
With some adjustments, this explanation is also relevant to
understanding the domesticated-to-wild transformations proposed by the Raramuris because these transformations involve
animals that are morphologically similar. Most of the maturation and old age transformations, however, link quite different
kinds of animals (e.g., salamanders and pocket gophers, fish
and otters, squirrels and snakes) and thus appear to require a
different kind of explanation. As the point of departure for developing an explanation of these transformations, I evaluate the
hypothesis, suggested by the work of Douglas (1957, 1970),
that these animals are selected for such special treatment because they are classificatory anomalies.14
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Raramuri Animal Classification
CLASSIFICATORY ANOMALIES

To determine whether the animals involved in these species
transformations are anomalous first requires a clarification of
the concept "classificatory anomaly." Douglas (1970:50) defined an anomaly as "an element which does not fit a given set
or series," and noted the affinity, in practical terms, between
anomaly and ambiguity, the latter defined as "a character of
statements capable of two interpretations." Scholars who have
focused their attention on folk biological taxonomies have arrived at a similar view in their formulation of the concept of
"aberrant taxa" (Berlin et al., 1974:26, 30-31). Like all taxonomies, a folk biological taxonomy consists of a hierarchical organization of categories, or taxa. In their ideal model of such
taxonomies, ethnobiologists propose five principal levels:
unique beginner (an example from English is "animal"), life
form ("mammal"), generic ("dog"), specific ("schnauzer"), and
varietal ("giant schnauzer") (Hunn, 1976, 1977:41-75). In
terms of this model there are two kinds of aberrant taxa: unaffiliated taxa, which are generic taxa that are not incorporated
into any of the life-form taxa, and ambiguous taxa, which are
generic taxa that exhibit characteristics of two or more lifeform classes. Because it is formulated in relation to taxonomic
structures, the ethnobiologists' concept of aberrant taxa is more
precise and operational than Douglas's concept of anomaly.
Herein I define classificatory anomalies as these two kinds of
aberrant taxa.
RARAMURI ZOOLOGICAL TAXONOMY 15

At the unique beginner level, the Raramuris have a term—
namuti—that means 'animal(s)', but often they use this same
term in a more specific sense to denote 'livestock' and in a
more general sense to mean 'thing(s)'. Because this noun is
polysemous, it is important to mention other evidence that supports the conclusion that the Raramuris maintain a concept that
closely corresponds to the English concept of "animal."
To begin with, they incorporate the various animal species
that they recognize into the category ariweame, which literally
means 'soul-possessing' and can be more freely translated as
'living things'; the term ahdkame also denotes 'living things'.
This category includes, in addition to animals, human beings
(raramuri)16 and plants (a?wiame, literally 'things that
sprout'). They also employ some terms primarily in reference
to animals, for example, owira 'male', bamird 'female', and
nasawima, a verb denoting sexual intercourse among animals.
When these terms are used in reference to humans, they have
somewhat vulgar connotations. Another, more tenuous bit of
evidence for the conceptual reality of this category is the fact
that Raramuri people who speak Spanish employ the Spanish
term for animal without making mistakes, whereas they misuse other terms in Spanish for which there are no comparable
terms in the Raramuri language, for example, some kinship
and color terms.
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Immediately below the level of "animal" are seven life-form
classes. Four of these life-form classes are labeled: 'birds'
(chuluwi), 'fish' (rochi), 'snakes' (sindi), and 'lizards' (rochd).
The remaining three life-form classes are unlabeled (marked
with "< >"): <mammals>, <amphibians>, and <invertebrates>. 17 The Raramuris incorporate all the animals with
which they are familiar into at least one of these seven lifeform classes. 18 Thus, there are no unaffiliated taxa in the
Raramuri zoological taxonomy but there are three examples of
ambiguous taxa. The first is the bat, which the Raramuris usually classify as a 'bird', but they recognize the morphological
features that it shares with mammals, especially its fur and
teeth. The second is the otter, which they tend to think of as a
<mammal>, but they often classify it with 'fish' because of its
extraordinary swimming ability. The third is an unidentified
lizard called ropogopali, which they classify as both a 'snake'
and a 'lizard'. 19 The ropogopali shares many morphological
features with lizards, including legs, but the Raramuris consider it to be more closely related to snakes than to lizards.
They comment that its tail is longer than those of other lizards
and, more importantly, they believe that, unlike any other lizard
in their area, it is venomous, defending itself by spitting its saliva, which causes the skin to swell.20
Understanding Raramuri Species Transformations
Of the 23 animals (i.e., named taxa) included in the eight sets
of species transformations proposed by the Raramuris, only
two—the otter and bat—fit the definition of classificatory
anomaly, and a third anomaly—the ropogopali—is not involved in a transformation. The Raramuris' postulation of these
transformations thus cannot be explained as a way of dealing
with such anomalies.
An alternative hypothesis is suggested by Hunn's (1979) reanalysis of the dietary prohibitions of the ancient Hebrews.
Hunn (1979:113-114; cf. Ellen, 1993:183) argued that the animals prohibited as food by the ancient Hebrews stand out because they display "empirically infrequent trait complexes," the
most famous example being the pig, which, unlike most clovenhoofed mammals, does not chew the cud. He referred to such
animals as "singular," but because the zoological taxonomic
scheme of the ancient Hebrews has never been reconstructed,
he did not consider whether these singular animals were also
taxonomic anomalies in the sense of being aberrant taxa.
If Hunn's notion of singularity is applied to the Raramuri
case, all the animals that are the end products of the maturation
and old age transformations are, from the Raramuris' perspective, singular. The bat is singular with respect to birds because
it has fur and teeth, and it is singular with respect to mammals
because it flies. The mammalian features of the otter set it apart
from fish, and both it and the pocket gopher are singular among
mammals because their typical domains—aquatic for the otter
and subterranean for the pocket gopher—differ from the
aboveground habitat of the other thirty-plus taxa included in
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the <mammal> life-form class. Similarly, the large rattlesnake
and large constrictor are singular because they are the only
snakes considered edible by everyone.21
These examples allow a clarification of the relationship between the concepts of singularity and taxonomic aberrancy. By
definition, taxonomic aberrancy exists only in terms of a particular taxonomic scheme, whereas singularity in Hunn's sense is
a feature of the biological world, which exists independently of
any particular taxonomic scheme. Obviously the recognition of
singularity and the significance attached to it are culturally
conditioned, but the features that render an animal singular
may be irrelevant to the criteria used to classify it within a taxonomic system. In this regard, it is crucial to distinguish between singularity and uniqueness. All named taxa are unique in
some way or they would not be named. For an animal to be singular, it must be unique with respect to features that characterize all or most of the other members of the class or classes with
which it is most closely associated.
From this perspective, it can be proposed that all aberrant
taxa will be singular but not all singular animals will be taxonomically aberrant. In other words, all animals that are regarded as members of two or more categories or that are not affiliated with any other categories will be singular, but the
singularity of a particular animal may not result in its being incorporated into two or more separate categories or placed in an
unaffiliated category. In the Raramuri case, the bat and otter are
singular and also taxonomically ambiguous because the features that set them apart from one life-form class are typical of
another. In contrast, the pocket gopher and snakes are singular
but are not taxonomically ambiguous because the pocket gopher's habitat and the edibility of the two snakes are not defining features of any other life-form classes.
On the basis of this analysis, we can conclude that the
Raramuris propose that these five animals are the end results
of transformations in order to explain why they display features that make them singular with respect to their life-form
classes. By this logic, they should also propose that ropogopali is the end result of a transformation, either deriving from
a snake to explain why a 'lizard' is venomous or, more likely,
deriving from a lizard to explain why a 'snake' has legs. That
the Raramuris fail to incorporate the ropogopali into a transformation is puzzling, and I can offer only ad hoc suggestions
to account for this failure. Perhaps the Raramuris do not involve the ropogopali in a transformation because, except for
its legs, it is quite similar to snakes and is believed to be venomous, a highly salient although not universal feature of
snakes that the Raramuris regard as one of the principal characteristics distinguishing snakes from lizards. Its presumed
venomness and its morphological similarities to snakes perhaps render the fact that it has legs sufficiently insignificant to
the Raramuris that they feel that it does not warrant explanation. An alternative suggestion, which I find more satisfactory,
is that the ropogopali is a prime candidate for inclusion in
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transformations that might be proposed in the future. I develop
this idea in more detail below.
In contrast to the animals that are proposed as the end products of the maturation and old-age transformations, none of the
animals that are said to transform appears to be singular. This
conclusion is supported by the fact that, in the case of the bat
and otter, several different animals are proposed to transform
into them. Such multiple origins suggest that the choice of
which animals will undergo transformation is not significant as
long as these animals display the same features that make the
end products of transformation singular. Nonetheless, secondary considerations render certain animals more likely candidates for transformation than others. Small rodents are more
similar to bats than are other mammals, and the fish said to
transform into otters are the largest ones in the area and live in
the larger streams where otters are found; the catfish's barbels
also echo the otter's whiskers. Similarly, the salamander is appropriate as an immature pocket gopher because the habitats of
these animals overlap and because the Raramuris assume that
the salamander is a larval stage, more like tadpoles than like
other mature amphibians.
Because edibility is a characteristic of so many animals, it is
not clear why squirrels should be the animals selected to transform into snakes. The Raramuris' rationalization for this
choice is that squirrels have elongated bodies, their meat is
highly regarded as food, and their domains overlap with those
of the constrictor and the large rattlesnake: the constrictor
climbs trees like a squirrel, whereas the rock squirrel never
does, living among rocks and in caves like a rattlesnake. 22
These snakes also prey on these squirrels, but they eat many
other animals as well. Nonetheless, it would appear that lizards
would be more appropriate than squirrels to transform into
these snakes because some lizards are edible and they are
much more similar to snakes than are squirrels. Perhaps the
choice of squirrels over lizards in this case reflects an attempt
to maintain a clear distinction between the closely related lifeform classes of 'lizards' and "snakes', a distinction that would
be blurred if lizards were said to transform into snakes. The
fact that the Raramuris classify the ropogopali as a snake without proposing a transformation to explain why it looks like a
lizard suggests that some sort of classificatory boundary maintenance is at work here, in addition to whatever survival value
classifying all poisonous reptiles in a single category might
have.23 This suggestion, like that offered to account for why the
Raramuris do not involve the ropogopali in a transformation, is
ad hoc. It is impossible, however, to evaluate it further because
no other life-form classes within the Raramuris' zoological
taxonomic system are as closely related to one another as
'snakes' and 'lizards'.
In the case of the bat and otter—the only taxa involved in
transformations that are linked to two separate life-form
classes—an examination of the animals that are said to transform into them provides some insight into the life-form class
with which the Raramuris consider each of them to be more
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closely associated. The transformation of small rodents into
bats suggests that the Raramuris think of bats primarily as birds
rather than as mammals. If they regarded the bats as mammals,
they would have used transformation to explain why a mammal
can fly, presumably by proposing that it derives from one or
more species of birds, such as the barn swallow, which they
consider to be very similar to bats in dietary preferences, time
of activity, and style of flight. In contrast, they appear to regard
otters more as mammals than as fish because the transformation of fish into otters explains why a mammal is such an adept
swimmer, not why a fish has mammalian features.
The only animals involved in transformations that remain to
be discussed are goats, pigs, and house cats, which change into
deer, peccaries, and ring-tailed cats, respectively, if they move
to the wilds (kawichi) to live. None of these animals is singular
with respect to the defining criteria of the life-form class
<mammals>. The domesticated animals that undergo transformations, however, share two features that, when taken together,
distinguish them from all other mammals: they all have close
equivalents among wild mammals and all were introduced to
the region during the Spanish colonial period.
I suggest that the Raramuris involve these introduced animals in transformations today because this is the manner in
which they dealt intellectually with these animals when they
first encountered them 400 years ago. This historical perspective differs from that of the contemporary Raramuris themselves, who do not consider any animals to be introductions,
but it does account for why only certain animals are included
in these transformations.24 Of the other domesticated animals
that the Raramuris own today, those that were introduced—
horses, mules, burros, cattle, sheep, and chickens—do not
have wild equivalents, and dogs, which do have a wild equivalent in the coyote (basachi), were not introduced. Turkeys are
also indigenous to the New World. The Raramuris occasionally capture wild turkeys and bring them to their homes to
tame, and they also acquire domesticated turkeys through purchase or trade (cf. Pennington, 1963:85-86). They acknowledge the possibility that domesticated turkeys can escape to
the wild, but they do not propose that they transform into wild
turkeys, probably because they consider both wild and domesticated turkeys to be the same "kind" of bird, which they label
with a single term, chiwi.
Raramuri Species Transformations in Broader Context
The animals that are the end results of maturation and old age
transformations stand out primarily because the life-form
classes with which they are associated—<mammals>, 'birds',
'fish', and 'snakes'—are homogeneous in the sense that their
members share a number of morphological, ecological, or behavioral features (Hunn, 1977:48-50). In this regard, these lifeform classes contrast with more heterogeneous ones, like <amphibians> and <invertebrates>, none of the members of which
are proposed as the end products of transformations. Yet the
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ropogopali is not involved in a species transformation even
though it is singular with respect to two homogenous life-form
classes: 'snakes' (because it has legs) and 'lizards' (because it
is believed to be venomous). I suggested that the Raramuris do
not involve the ropogopali in a transformation because it shares
so many characteristics with snakes, including the highly salient feature of being venomous, and also possibly because proposing that the ropogopali derives through transformation from
either a snake or a lizard would obscure the boundary between
these two life-form classes. Nonetheless, it is equally plausible
to regard the ropogopali as a "transformation-in-waiting," the
most likely candidate for inclusion in a transformation at some
later time.
These two perspectives on the ropogopali are not mutually
exclusive. The first attempts to account for how the Raramuris
have, in the present, addressed the taxonomic dilemma presented by the ropogopali, whereas the second suggests how
they might address this problem and develop their thinking on
the topic in the future. Like all bodies of knowledge, Raramuri
ideas about animals are not static or finished constructions that
can be explained exhaustively at any given point in time. Instead they are works-in-progress, subject to revision and elaboration through the intellectual activities of human actors, who
develop their ideas in terms of their experiences of the world
according to culturally specific principles of knowledge creation and organization as well as more general (and presumably universal) mental processes.
The dynamism of such knowledge is exemplified by the fact
that some people in Rejogochi suggested a few species transformations in addition to the widely accepted transformations
discussed above, for example, that rabbits transform into a
small variety of rattlesnake and other fish transform into otters.
Many also proposed some transformations of humans into animals in the ancient past that other people did not (see below). It
was evident from my conversations with these people that they
had thought a great deal about these transformations, had reflected on the principles governing their postulation, and had
selected animals to be involved in additional transformations
on the basis of this understanding.25 Presumably they will continue to do so.
The alternative perspectives on the ropogopali that I have
suggested are based on the assumption that, although many aspects or areas of knowledge lend themselves to synchronic
analysis, others can only be understood diachronically. This assumption also underlies my proposal that the Raramuris dealt
intellectually with certain domesticated mammals introduced
during the Spanish colonial period by linking them through
transformations to the indigenous animals that they most
closely resembled. This explanation resembles Ellen's
(1993:171) proposal that the Nuaulu postulate species transformations primarily to create linkages between peripheral and focal taxa. The historical record indicates, however, that the
Raramuris rapidly incorporated Old World domesticated mammals into their economies and presumably into their zoological
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taxonomy as well (Merrill, 1988:44-45, 1993),26 and today
these animals are in no way regarded as peripheral or singular.
The possibility of their transformation into wild animals exists
today not as a way of resolving their persisting marginality but
as one of many markers of the dichotomy between the human
and nonhuman domains of the world and a commentary on the
implications of moving between them.27
The contemporary Raramuris link focal and peripheral taxa
simply by noting that they are similar and by incorporating
both into more inclusive categories. For example, they regard
horned lizards (wikokere) as distinct from other lizards, but
they also say that they are 'relatives' (nahiremaga; singular:
rihimdra) and include homed lizards in the life-form category
'lizards' (rochd). The Rofaifo adopt this same approach (Dwyer, 1976b, 1979), but, together with the Nuaulu and Kalam,
they also employ species transformations to establish connections among similar animals that are separated taxonomically.28
The Raramuris differ most significantly from the Nuaulu,
Kalam, and Rofaifo in their use of transformation as an explanatory device. The Nuaulu, Kalam, and Rofaifo invoke transformations to explain similarities between peripheral and focal
taxa, whereas the Raramuris propose transformations—at least
maturation and old age transformations—to explain why certain singular taxa are different from the other members of the
life-form classes with which they are most closely associated.
Unlike the Raramuris, the Nuaulu, Kalam, and possibly the Rofaifo tend to explain the existence of such singular taxa primarily through myth (Ellen, 1972, 1993:184; Bulmer, 1967, 1968;
Dwyer, 1979:17).29
Apart from the role that these species transformations play in
the Raramuris' approach to organizing the animal world, many
are linked to important cosmological concepts or moral values.
The otter, for example, is criticized for being a cannibal because it eats its 'relatives', the fish. Such ideological significance is also evident in many of the transformations of humans
into animals that the Raramuris propose. I recorded over 20 of
these human-to-animal transformations, which are of two
types: those that occurred in the ancient past and those that occur today, after death. In both cases, these transformations are
associated with a time (the beginning of the present world) or a
sphere (the world of the dead) within which form is regarded as
more fluid.
The ancient human-to-animal transformations that most people mention are those reported in well-known stories or that are
suggested by the fact that the name of an animal coincides with
a kinship term. For example, because ochikare means both
'grasshopper' and 'paternal grandfather' people assume that in
the ancient past a human being, who was a paternal grandfather, transformed into a grasshopper. More variation is encountered where such transformations are believed to have occurred
simply because the behavior of an animal is perceived to be
similar to that of humans. In some of these transformations, humans changed into animals while they were alive, in others
they were reincarnated as animals. The Raramuris often at-
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tribute the origin of these animals to such transformations, but
they also maintain that all animals as well as humans were created by God or by the Devil near the beginning of the world.
Animals seen as industrious and of benefit (or at least harmless) to humans are believed to have been created, like the
Raramuris and other Indians, by God. Those that threaten humans or that display features interpreted as moral defects are
assumed to have been created, like non-Indians, by the Devil
(Merrill, 1988:73-78).
The contemporary transformation of humans into animals is
believed to occur only after a person dies and is regarded as a
punishment for a person's misdeeds. People who commit incest
or who ally themselves with peyote during their lives or who
die while lying on an animal skin usually are said to transform
into a special kind of coyote, called 'short-tailed coyote' (basachi pochi), the human origin of which is revealed not only by
its short tail but by its skill at entering residential areas undetected to steal livestock.30 When the requisite series of death rituals are performed for these people, the animals into which
they transform die and their souls are released. This destiny
contrasts with an alternative fate believed by some to befall incestuous people. One or more souls of such people transform
into a special kind of moth, called 'soul moth' or 'ancestor
moth' (nakarowili ariwd or nakarowili anaydwari), which God
sends from heaven back to earth to die in the fires of the living,
to which these moths are irresistibly attracted.31
This interpretation of the behavior of these moths reveals an
important epistemological dimension to the Raramuris' ideas
about animals. They frequently regard such ideas as providing
empirical confirmation of basic propositions about the nature
of the universe and their place within it, propositions that are
nonverifiable and nonfalsifiable (Rappaport, 1979:117,
209-210). Such confirmation is particularly evident in the accounts that the Raramuris relate to explain distinctive characteristics of certain animals.32
The Raramuris have a story that might be titled "Why the
Burro Has a Short Tail," in which the Raramuris' chief deities
sent a flood to destroy the world that preceded the present one.
All the different kinds of animals in the world assembled on
top of a cylindrical-shaped mountain to escape the boiling waters of the flood, but the burro arrived just as the mountain began to rise to heaven and, because of its tardiness, about half of
its long tail was burned off.
In addition to providing an entertaining explanation for why
the burro's tail is shorter than those of the horse and the mule,
this story proposes that the shortness of its tail substantiates an
event—the destruction of the previous world—that no living
person witnessed. The assumption that the current world is but
the most recent in a series of worlds is linked to fundamental
ideas in Raramuri philosophy and religion about the cyclical
nature of time, the magnitude of the power of their deities, and
the implications for their continued survival if they fail to fulfill their ritual obligations towards these deities. These ideas in
turn structure and motivate much of Raramuri social action.
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Such accounts, found throughout the world, have always struck
me as much too elaborate to have been developed simply to explain the special features of certain animals, but their complexity is comprehensible if they are understood as exploiting these
features to confirm basic assumptions about the universe.
In a broader cosmological perspective, the Raramuris regard
transformations as part of the natural course of things and as an
important aspect of the development of the current state of affairs. At the same time, they tend to associate all transformations—ancient and modern, humans-to-animals and animals-toanimals—with the Devil, and some maintain that the transformation of humans into animals in the ancient past was possible
only because the people involved had not yet been baptized.
Today the members of those Raramuri communities who have
accepted an affiliation with the Roman Catholic Church refer to
themselves as 'baptized Raramuri' (Raramuri pagotame) and
employ baptism as a symbol of and metaphor for order, regarding a nonbaptized state and the Raramuris who have historically rejected such an affiliation as epitomizing disorder (Merrill, 1988:76-77, 1993). Their views on these matters echo the
Spanish colonial perspective that conversion to Christianity and
incorporation into the colonial system were prerequisites for
the creation of order in indigenous New World societies. That
the contemporary baptized Raramuris should maintain these alternative and rather contradictory views on transformation reveals how thoroughly intertwined indigenous and colonialist
ideas have become in their thinking.
Conclusions
Proposing that one kind of animal transforms into another is an
indirect but vivid way of stating that the two are closely connected. The postulation of such transformations thus should not
occur randomly within a zoological classification system but
only where people want to suggest or emphasize a special affinity between certain animals. Within this restricted range of
appropriate applicability, species transformations can be used
as a conceptual tool to accomplish many different things.
If my analysis is correct, the Raramuris employ species
transformations primarily to account for why certain animals
should deviate from patterns that characterize the higher-level
taxonomic classes with which they are most closely associated.
As such, the postulation of species transformations serves as an
adjunct to taxonomic classification, reinforcing taxonomic
boundaries by explaining (or explaining away) challenges to
them (cf. Douglas, 1970). In contrast, the Nuaulu, and probably
the Kalam and Rofaifo as well, use species transformations to
establish horizontal linkages between taxa where a taxonomic
scheme of hierarchically ordered sets of increasingly inclusive
classes is poorly developed. Here species transformations appear to play a role that is more organizational than explanatory,
serving as an alternative rather than an adjunct to taxonomic
classification.
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Given the diversity of the biological world, peripheral or
singular taxa probably will be found in the biological classifications schemes of all human societies, but species transformations apparently are encountered only in some. Such crosscultural variation presumably reflects, among many other
things, differences in approaches to organizing the biological
world and in the extent to which peripheral or singular taxa are
regarded as problematical. Alternative solutions to the same
problem also exist. The Raramuris deal with singular taxa by
involving them in species transformations, whereas the members of other societies explain their singularity in myths or
compartmentalize them through dietary prohibitions or other
ritual restrictions. Others simply ignore them. These variations
in turn reflect differences in their relationships to the biological world and in their fundamental attitudes toward order and
disorder.
Throughout the centuries, people around the world have entertained the idea that one kind of being can transform into another, but most have relegated this notion to the realm of fiction
or folklore. In such cases, we can say that they have a concept
of species transformation but not the belief that species transformations actually occur as part of an ongoing biological reality (Ellen, 1993:166). Only where people assume that the world
they experience during their waking lives represents only one
dimension of reality, that appearances can be deceiving, and
that the universe as a whole is characterized more by fluidity
than by stasis is a belief in the reality of species transformations likely to be found.
Involving animals in species transformations is just one of
the many ways in which people in different societies have afforded animals special treatment. Animals figure prominently
in myths, provide apt metaphors and the weapons of verbal
abuse, and serve as markers of social distinctions. The usefulness of animals as intellectual tools has led Claude LeviStrauss and others to observe that animals are good to think,
good to eat, and good to prohibit (Levi-Strauss, 1963, 1966;
Leach, 1964; Tambiah, 1969; Bulmer, 1979). To this litany I
would add that animals are also fun to think. People everywhere derive great pleasure from watching, talking, and thinking about animals; the Raramuris are no exception. They regard
animals as interesting, at times puzzling, and more often than
not humorous, and they consider the possibility of the transformation of one kind of animal into another as an intriguing aspect of the animal world. As a result, their postulation of species transformations should not be reduced to a mechanism that
only enhances order within their understanding of the animal
world. Indeed, by proposing these transformations, the
Raramuris not only explain the singularity of certain animals
but simultaneously render them even more singular, involving
them in a process that sets them apart from all other animals.
A society's ideas about animals often provide a privileged
window through which to view the basic values of its members
and their understandings of their society, their history, and their
cosmos (Willis, 1974). Unfortunately, over the past two de-
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cades anthropological interest in studying such ideas has
waned. A dedicated but small group of scholars has continued
such research, but most anthropologists have shifted their attention to other topics. Like many other disciplines, anthropology tends to focus intensely but briefly on one topic or theory,
soon abandoning it to move on to the next. One result, probably
inevitable, is an uneven ethnographic record. Another, more regrettable consequence is the growing expanses of theoretical
issues only partially explored. The prospect that anthropology
will adopt a more systematic, sustained approach anytime soon
appears remote, but the discipline will continue to contribute to
a more profound understanding of humanity as long as its practitioners maintain a firm commitment to the standards of good
scholarship. This is the lesson that Bill Sturtevant taught me in
1972 and one that he has applied unfailingly in his own work.
Notes
I prepared the original version of this essay in 1979 as an oral presentation delivered to the Department of Anthropology, Smithsonian Institution, during the
course of my interview for the position I currently hold. Michael Brown,
Richard Ford, Charles Hudson, Raymond Kelly, and Cecilia Troop read the
written version of this presentation and offered suggestions for improving it.
Jonathan Amith, Michael Brown, Don Burgess, Roy Ellen, Ives Goddard, Eugene Hunn, and Cecilia Troop did the same for the revised version. Their comments have been of invaluable assistance to me in preparing thefinalversion. I
am also grateful to Cecilia Troop for working on this project with me and to the
residents of the Rejogochi area, especially Candelario Martinez, Agustin
Duran, Chunel Perez, and Moreno Sahuarare, for sharing their knowledge of
animals with us. I also thank Don Burgess, Miguel Carrillo, and Ventura
Orozco for providing information on Raramuri zoology from other communities; George Zug for his guidance through the herpetological literature; and
Ana Silva for her assistance in organizing ourfieldnotes.Finally, I would like
to acknowledge the University of Michigan, the National Institute of Mental
Health, the Wenner-Gren Foundation for Anthropological Research, and the
Smithsonian Institution for providing the financial support that allowed me to
undertake this research.
1. I began this project in 1971 as part of my senior honors thesis at the University of North Carolina under the direction of Frederick McEvoy and Richard
Yarnell. I developed the section on black drink in collaboration with Charles
Hudson (Cable et al., 1971; Hudson, 1979; Merrill, 1979), who was instrumental in my receiving a Smithsonian internship and who introduced me to the concept of classificatory anomalies through his own work on Southeastern Indian
ethnology (see Hudson, 1976:139-149,318, 1978).
2. For information on the Raramuris of Rejogochi, see Merrill, 1988; Hard
and Merrill, 1992; and Graham, 1994.
3. Ellen (1993:22-34, 93-125) provided a well-reasoned overview of the
methodological problems associated with documenting and analyzing zoological classification systems and the debates that have surrounded them. In our
case, we began by recording comments about animals made by different people
and then inquired in more detail about specific animals during both informal
conversations and open-ended interviews. When we had compiled what appeared to be an exhaustive list of Rardmuri animal names—over 170 terms in
all—we copied each of them onto an index card. We then asked two men—
both in their twenties, literate, and bilingual in Raramuri and Spanish—to organize these cards into groups. Their responses provided the basis for the model
of Rardmuri zoological taxonomy that I present herein. We attempted the same
exercise with a man in his fifties, a nonliterate, monolingual speaker of
Raramuri. It was very difficult for him to keep track of so many cards without
the benefit of literacy, so we dropped the card-sorting exercise and simply discussed relationships among animals and groups of animals with him. We also
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talked about the local fauna with lifelong, non-Indian residents of the area to
learn Spanish common names and to compare their ideas about animals with
those of the Raramuris. Because I did not originally envision that my project
would involve ethnobiological research, I did not secure a permit from the
Mexican government to collect zoological specimens and thus cannot provide
scientific identifications of the species involved. The obvious limitations of our
ethnozoological research are made more apparent when our research is compared to the thorough studies completed elsewhere (e.g., Hunn, 1979; Taylor,
1990; Ellen, 1993).
4. Raramuris in other communities propose some of these same species
transformations: fish into otters, small rodents into bats, salamanders into
pocket gophers, and rock squirrels into snakes (Lumholtz, 1902:309; ThordGray, 1955:420, 518-524, 961, 1034; Brambila [1980]: entries for bahuri and
so?pechi; Burgess, 1985:97, 119, 142). In an account recorded by Burgess
(1985:142), rattlesnakes are said to transform into rock squirrels rather than
the reverse. Lumholtz (1902:436) indicated that around the turn of the century
the Raramuris' neighbors, the Northern Tepehuan, also proposed the transformation of catfish into otters, one kind of squirrel into a bat, another kind of
squirrel into a parrot, rock squirrels into serpents, and certain insect larvae
into doves.
5. Raramuri people who live to the west, in the area known as the Tarahumara Baja, rely primarily on the verb form gayena 'to transform, become, arrive' when discussing these animal transformations. They tend to use the form
nahita when the entity in question is in the process of transforming and to use
so?peta when it is about to do so; so7peta is especially associated with old age
transformations. When referring to readily observable metamorphoses, like
that of tadpoles into frogs, some people prefer to use the form ochera 'to grow,
mature, age' instead oi gayena (Don Burgess, pers. comm., 14 Nov 1997). I did
not encounter these usages in Rejogochi.
6. During the Spanish colonial period, missionaries occasionally reported
that Rardmuri "witches" could change into animals at will (e.g., Tarda and
Guadalaxara, 1676:362). Although this idea is found in many societies, it is impossible to determine whether its attribution to the colonial Raramuri is accurate or is simply another example of missionary efforts to discredit Raramuri
ritual specialists. Today the Raramuris of Rejogochi deny that sorcerers (sukuruame) can change into animals, although theyfirmlybelieve that sorcerers exist and that certain kinds of animals, particularly large birds called oromd, identified with shooting stars, assist them in their malevolent work (Merrill,
1988:75).
7. The Raramuris of Rejogochi propose no cases of animals transforming
into humans, but stories of such transformations, as well as transformations of
humans into animals, are found in other Raramuri communities (Mares Trias,
1975; Burgess, 1985). I encountered only one example of an animal-to-animal
transformation taking place in the ancient past: one man proposed that a dog
changed into a hare in order to account for why the hare has a black tail. Similarly, the only animal that is believed to undergo reincarnation today is the dog,
which is said by many people to come back as a "furry" brown caterpillar. Another kind of transformation, involving humans only, occurs when a man or
woman goes to a special mountain and touches articles associated with the opposite sex that are found there. Thereafter, the person switches sex (in both
genitalia and orientation) each month. There are two such mountains in the Rejogochi area, which people say came into existence in the ancient past when
God decapitated a Raramuri man. The man's head became one of these mountains, his stomach the other.
8. Many people in Rejogochi also believe that the germs of maize kernels
sometimes transform into moths (Merrill, 1988:92). This belief arises from the
fact that the moths deposit their eggs in maize kernels and the larvae consume
the germs. Taylor (1990:73-74) noted a few examples of the transformation of
plants into animals proposed by the Tobelo of Halmahera Island, Indonesia.
9. The association between old age and transformation is also encountered in
other areas of Raramuri thought. For example, the Raramuris state that the
world itself ages and that when it becomes old, the normal state of affairs will
be reversed: livestock will eat humans, objects will come to life and attack their
owners, and so forth. The old world will then be replaced by a new one, at
which point the possibilities for transformation will increase dramatically.
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10. When I asked if sheep transform into wild animals, one man speculated
that if they did they would become bears because both animals are "woolly."
This transformation is not proposed by anyone, probably because sheep and
bears share few other characteristics and because the Raramuris regard sheep
as the epitome of dumb animals, entirely dependent on humans for their survival. They assume that sheep would not survive long enough in the wild to undergo transformation.
11. Both the Kalam and Rofaifo propose the transformation of females and immature males of various species of birds of paradise into adult males of the
same or different species. The Kalam also propose a sequential transformation
involving certain kinds of worms, snakes, and eels (Bulmer, 1968; Dwyer,
1976a). Because these transformations are based on a misunderstanding of the
reproductive cycles of the animals involved, I do not consider them here. I also
have not included in Table 2 two sequential transformations that the Rofaifo
propose, although they recognize or believe that most of the animals involved
breed true: (1) beetle larvae (foua) -> butterflies and/or moths (ongombila) ->
bats (litimbi); and (2) very small rats (sogolobawe hunahimi) -> small rats (sogolobawe) -» medium-sized rats (soka-sogolobawe) -> large rats (soka) ->
largest large rats (soka hendea) -» giant rats (fuema lolamba) -» largest giant
rats (fuema angaia).
12. The Kalam classify large marsupials and rodents in the category kmn,
which they distinguish from small marsupials and rodents, classified along
with frogs in the category as. They maintain separate categories for dogs, pigs,
and house and garden rats (Bulmer and Menzies, 1973). Similarly, the Rofaifo
classify small rodents and marsupials as hunembe and classify larger mammals
as hefa, a class that includes pigs and dogs and, in an extended sense, also cassowaries (flightless birds) and eels (Dwyer, 1976b).
13. According to Dwyer (1979:16-17), the Rofaifo are much more inclined
than are the Kalam to postulate higher-level categories, but they do not organize mammals into a single category.
14. Douglas's ideas have stimulated a number of studies of the significance of
classificatory anomalies in diverse cultural settings, most of which have suggested that her original perspective should be revised (Tambiah, 1969; Willis,
1974; Sperber, 1975; Hunn, 1979; Ellen, 1993:179-184).
15. Taxonomic classification based on set inclusion is one of three procedures
that the Raramuris use to organize the animal world. They also create chains of
linked pairs of taxa connected horizontally on the basis of isolated features they
share, for example, color, or an aquatic habitat. These features vary from one
dyad to another, for example, a bird and a snake might be linked because both
are red and the same snake might be linked to a specific insect because both are
associated with water. Because any feature can be used to link two taxa, and
this chaining procedure in and of itself generates no higher-level categories,
neither unaffiliated nor ambiguous taxa are associated with it. Another process
involves organizing zoological taxa into categories that crosscut the entire taxonomic classification scheme. These categories tend to be quite general (e.g.,
edible versus nonedible), and each set of them exhausts the universe of possibilities. Because this cross-cutting procedure is applied to the entire set of zoological taxa, there are by definition no unaffiliated taxa, but some taxa can fall
between the categories, for example, animals that are eaten by some people but
considered inedible by most.
16. The term raramuri has meanings on several different levels of increasing
specificity: 'human beings' as opposed to 'non-humans', 'Indians' as opposed
to 'non-Indians', 'the Raramuri proper' as opposed to the members of other Indian societies, and 'men' as opposed to 'women' (Merrill, 1988:78).
17. The names I assign to these unlabeled classes represent what I consider to
be the English terms that best describe the animals included in each of them by
the Raramuri men who completed the card-sorting exercise described in note 3.
The psychological reality of such covert categories has been thoroughly debated (see Taylor (1990:42-51) and Ellen (1993:93-125) for summaries). I am
confident that, with the exception of the ambiguous taxa discussed in the text,
the Raramuris think of the animals included in each of the unlabeled life-form
classes <mammals> and <amphibians> as a set, more closely related to one another than to the members of other life-form classes, and they point to features
that distinguish the members of each of these two unlabeled classes from those
of all other life-form classes. In the case of <mammals>, these features are pri-
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manly the fact that all have fur and are quadrupeds. In the case of <amphibians> which includes frogs, toads, and their larval forms, they emphasize the
morphological similarities of the adult forms and their unusual reproductive
cycle. In contrast, the unlabeled life-form class <invertebrates> may exist only
as a by-product of the card-sorting exercise, emerging as a catch-all category
for several lower-level classes and unaffiliated taxa that did not fit into any of
the other life-form classes.
18 The Raramuris regard the horned toad (wikdkere) and the earthworm
(sari) to be somewhat atypical of their life-form classes ('lizards' and <invertebrates>, respectively), but they apparently do not consider these animals sufficiently distinct as to require their placement in separate, unaffiliated categories. Water monsters (waluluwi) and rainbows (konomi), both regarded as
extremely dangerous to humans, are classified as 'snakes* (sindi), even though
they are said to be able to shift between serpent and human forms (Lumholtz,
1902:310; Bennett and Zingg, 1935:324-325; Burgess, 1985:103, 133, 140;
Merrill, 1988:73-74).
19. It is possible that the term chuluwi is better glossed as 'birds plus bats', a
grouping found in other parts of the world (Bulmer, 1967:7; Dwyer,
1976a:188; Bulmer, 1979:61; Kesby, 1979:43), and the term sindi glossed as
'venomous reptiles and snakes'. Expanding the semantic scope of these lifeform labels would incorporate the bat and ropogopali more comfortably into
these classes, but these animals would remain ambiguous because both are associated with two life-form classes.
20. During a visit in May of 1997 to the capital city of Chihuahua, I asked
Ventura Orozco, a Raramuri man living there, if he knew about a lizard that
spits venom. He immediately gave the name pakdkle (a form related to ropogopali) and, on the basis of photographs in 77ie Audubon Society Field Guide to
North American Reptiles and Amphibians, identified it as the Arizona alligator
lizard (Gerrhonotus kingi) (Behler and King, 1979, pi. 446 and p. 541; some
herpetologists classify G. kingi (or G. kingii) as Elgaria kingi Gray (FloresVillela, 1993:22, 67)). I did not have the opportunity to check this identification with the residents of Rejogochi, but Mr. Orozco is originally from the
Raramuri community of Samachique, located about 20 km south of Rejogochi.
His identification is supported by information provided to me, also in 1997, by
Don Burgess, a linguist. Mr. Burgess told me that Raramuri people who live
farther west also report the existence of a lizard that spits venom (which they
call gu?dgali, ko?dgali, or variants of these terms), and that a Raramuri
woman from this area showed him open sores on her body that she said had
been caused by this lizard. He has seen this lizard and noted that it closely resembles the Arizona alligator lizard illustrated in A Field Guide to Western
Reptiles and Amphibians (Stebbins, 1966, pi. 25). He suggested that this lizard
may excrete venom from its skin rather than spitting it.
Non-Indians in the vicinity of Rejogochi concur with the Raramuris that the
ropogopali spits venom. They refer to it as escupidn ('spitter'), or escorpidn,
the latter term used elsewhere to designate the scorpion, which is known in local Spanish as alacrdn and in Raramuri as ma?chiri. Other published sources
on the Raramuris also report spitting, venomous lizards, called guapahdeare
and kojdwari (or kujdwari); a third spitting lizard, called ropagdkuri, is said to
be harmless (Brambila [1980]; Wheeler, 1993:47). Thord-Gray (1955:220,
972) identified, probably incorrectly, the "ro-pa-go-go-ri" as the homed toad
and the "ko-hawa-ri" as the scorpion (in this case, possibly confusing the local
Spanish common name for the "spitting" lizard with the term for "scorpion").
Herpetologists recognize only two venomous lizards in the world, neither of
which spits its venom: the Gila monster and the Mexican beaded lizard. Both
are members of the same genus (Heloderma) and are reported from northern
Mexico but outside the Raramuri area (Bogert and Martin del Campo, 1956;
McCranie and Wilson, 1987; George Zug, pers. comm., 23 Jan 1997). Although none are known to be venomous, alligator lizards display several snakelike features, including elongation and lateral undulation (Kelly Zamudio, pers.
comm., 11 Dec 1997). Assuming that the identification of the ropogopali as an
alligator lizard is correct, such features may account for the Rardmuris' association of it with snakes.
21. Among the Raramuris, taxonomic status is unrelated to dietary prohibitions. Instead of taxonomic singularity motivating dietary prohibitions, here
edibility renders these snakes singular. One man claimed that, in addition to the
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saydwi and bahomdwari, two other snakes are edible: a small rattlesnake
Western, or Baja, Tarahumara designate domesticated pigs as gowi and wild
(chopesini) and a constrictor (rindlowi), which is similar in length but is thin- pigs as gowi gusigame 'pig(s) of the forests or wilds' (Don Burgess, pers.
ner than the bahomdwari, with quite distinct markings. Other people say that
comm., 21 Sep 1997).
the small rattlesnake is not eaten because it has little meat and that the meat of
27. For a discussion of Raramuri views on the relationship between the human
the rindlowi cannot be eaten because doing so will make a person sick. This
and nonhuman realms, see Merrill, 1988:72.
same man differed from everyone else I consulted by reporting that the larger
28. The Rofaifo appear much more inclined to postulate higher-level categories
constrictor (bahomdwari) is not involved in transformations but that the two
than are either the Kalam or the Nuaulu. It could be suggested that the reported
rattlesnakes (saydwi and chopesini) both change into rock squirrels rather than
absence of higher-level covert categories among the Nuaulu and Kalam reflects
only the larger rattlesnake deriving from the rock squirrel. The bahomdwari
the reluctance of researchers to accept the existence of unlabeled categories.
and rindlowi are the only two constrictors found in the Rejogochi area. In the
Ellen (1993:93-125), however, provided a detailed explanation of why he becanyon country to the southwest, the Raramuris keep a constrictor called niwi
lieved such categories do not exist to any great extent within the Nuaulu animal
in their fields and near springs to kill squirrels and other pests that raid their
classification scheme, and the data presented by Bulmer and his colleagues for
fields (Miguel Carrillo, pers. comm., 26 Apr 1995).
the Kalam support his argument (Bulmer, 1967; Bulmer and Menzies, 1973;
Bulmer et al., 1975; cf. Dwyer, 1979, and Dwyer and Hyndman, 1983).
22. The Rardmuris have two named taxa of tree squirrels, the labels for which
can be translated as 'red tree squirrel' (chimori sitdkame or chimori lachame) 29. It would be expected that zoological classification schemes that include
and 'gray tree squirrel' (chimori siydname). Some people also report a third
few higher-level categories would be associated with few singular taxa and
taxon, the 'white tree squirrel' (chimori rosdkame), which they closely associ- with a tendency to leave "unusual" animals in separate, unaffiliated categories.
ate with the 'gray tree squirrel' and which perhaps is a subspecies of it. Only
Contrary evidence comesfromDwyer (1979:16-17), who reported that the Ro'red tree squirrels' are said to transform into the large constrictors, probably befaifo animal classification system includes a number of higher-level classes but
cause they tend to be found in the same areas as the constrictor. 'Gray tree
that "striking anomalies are few." Unfortunately, he provided no detailed picsquirrels' are said to live only at higher elevations.
ture of their zoological taxonomic system as a whole, and, although he stated
23. The life-form label sindi 'snake(s)' is also used metaphorically to refer to
that such anomalies "may be rationalized in terms of economic or ritualistic
insects that sting.
criteria" (Dwyer, 1979:17), he failed to describe what these anomalies or ratio24. Of course, they recognize that the new breeds of livestock they acquire are
nalizations might be. There is no evidence that the Rofaifo deal with such
introductions, but these recent breeds are not new kinds of animals. From the
anomalies by involving them in transformations (Dwyer, 1976a).
Raramuri perspective, all the different kinds of domesticated animals were cre30. Such people are also reported to transform into other kinds of animals, usuated by God (or in the case of the pig, by the Devil) in the ancient past and were
ally carnivorous mammals like foxes and skunks, but sometimes large birds,
acquired directly or indirectly by their ancestors from these deities.
like owls (rutukare) or turkey buzzards (wilu) (Merrill, 1988:158-159). The
25. I should note that many other people seemed to regard the species transforRaramuris explicitly associate owls with death, but such symbolism is not assomations as isolated, natural facts or curiosities rather than exemplifications of
ciated with turkey buzzards, despite their status as scavengers. Except for grassprinciples that could be extended to other animals. I did not, however, encounhoppers and the moths known as soul or ancestor moths, all the animals into
ter any Raramuris who rejected the possibility or reality of species transformawhich humans are believed to reincarnate or to have transformed into in the antions entirely, although I imagine some do. Such individual variation in apcient past are either mammals or birds. This fact suggests that the Rardmuris,
proaches to knowledge creation, as well as differences in the content of belief,
like the members of societies in many other parts of the world, regard mammals
presumably is found in all human societies.
and birds as the kinds of animals most closely associated with humans.
26. Unlike the members of many other New World societies, the Raramuris
31. Some people believe that the souls of all people transform into these
did not assign names to Old World domesticated animals derived from those of
moths, not as a punishment for incest but as the final stage in a series of reinsimilar indigenous animals. The majority of their names for these Old World
carnations (Merrill, 1988:113-114). The term anaydwari also means 'ancient
introductions are adapted from Spanish. Exceptions include totori,
people' and sometimes is used to denote very old living people.
7
'chicken(s)', from the Nahuatl tbtol-in (Karttunen, 1992:248), and bo wd,
32. Examples of stories about animals collected in other Raramuri communi'sheep', a Rardmuri term that probably originally meant 'fur' and 'feathers'
ties can be found in Lumholtz, 1902:296-310; Thord-Gray, 1955:517-524;
and presumably was extended to include sheep. It is interesting that the
Hilton, 1969; Burgess, 1970, 1978, 1985; Mares Trias, 1975; Lopez Batista,
Rardmuris of Rejogochi use the term kabitin (from Spanish jabali) for peccar1980; and Wheeler, 1993. Some information about the fauna of the Sierra
ies, even though these animals are indigenous to the Raramuri area. Pennington
Tarahumara from the perspective of non-Indian residents is found in Boudreau,
(1963:102) gave the term gowi as the Raramuri name for these wild pigs. The
1975.
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